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Abstract

Positioning of sea cages at sites with high water current velocities expose the fish to a largely unknown environmental
challenge. In this study we observed the swimming behaviour of Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar L.) at a commercial farm with
tidal currents altering between low, moderate and high velocities. At high current velocities the salmon switched from the
traditional circular polarized group structure, seen at low and moderate current velocities, to a group structure where all fish
kept stations at fixed positions swimming against the current. This type of group behaviour has not been described in sea
cages previously. The structural changes could be explained by a preferred swimming speed of salmon spatially restricted in
a cage in combination with a behavioural plasticity of the fish.
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Introduction

Moving sea cages to exposed sites with strong water currents is

an industry-wide trend in Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar L.) farming

[1], [2]. This could improve production efficiency through access

to high water quality due to rapid transport and dilution of waste

products, more stable temperatures, high levels of oxygen and less

influence from terrestrial runoff [1], [3]. Other positive effects such

as reduction of possible conflicts with other users in the coastal

area and avoidance of the ecological carrying capacity limitations

of inshore waters have been suggested [3]. One prerequisite for

this progress has been the development of strong, resistant farm

structures that can withstand the forces produced by strong water

currents [4], [5]. However, it is not known how the fish inside the

sea cages cope with high water current velocities. The fish has to

cope with being forced into an environment that radically differs

from the sheltered fjord sites. The question about the amount and

type of stress produced by a high-energy environment and the fish

capacity to cope is at least as important as the development of new

resistant farming platforms. Salmon farms in sheltered localities

generally experience current velocities below 20 cm s21 outside

the cages [6]. At such velocities the fish will often form a circular,

one way directed uniform swimming pattern, possibly as a result of

individuals actively avoiding collisions with each other and the

cage wall [7]. At these sites salmon typically swim at speeds of 0.3–

0.9 BL s21, with maximum average values of 1.9 BL s21 [8], [9],

[10]. The constant swimming of salmon under natural conditions

has been associated with an inherent migratory tendency related

to optimum cruising speed [10] [11] and in open ocean studies the

speed approximates to 1 BL s21, independent of age [12]. Studies

using swim tunnels indicate a critical swimming speed, Ucrit, for

small salmon (400–800 g) of 1.6–2.2 BL s21 [13], [14], although

one study reports values as high as 3.0 BL s21 [15].

Although the exact swimming capacity of salmon is uncertain,

and will vary with such factors as size, exercise level, degree of

satiation [16] and individual fitness, it is evident that salmon inside

sea cages must adapt their behaviour to the water current. Hence

the objective of this study was to observe the general effects of high

water current velocities on fish swimming behaviour at the group

level, in an exposed commercial salmon cage.

Materials and Methods

The observations of schooling behaviour were performed from

11th to 13th of February 2012 at a commercial marine salmon farm

near Torshavn in the Faroe Islands, Denmark (61.59u N). The

farm had 8 circular cages of 41 m diameter, and 2 cages of 50 m

diameter, with a depth of 12 m to the bottom ring. The depth

below the cages varied from 30 to 40 m, and the total biomass at

site was 1320 tonnes. The fish were fed continuously from 08:30 to

16:15 h and were exposed to continuous artificial light at 4 m

depth. The observed cage (41 m diameter) was selected based on

having the highest probability to be exposed to high water current

velocities, due to its position at the south end of the farm.

According to farm data, the stocking density in this cage was

6.2 kg m23 and the average fish weight 1.54 kg, corresponding to

an approximate fish length of 50 cm. During the observation

period, vertical profiles of water characteristics (oxygen, temper-

ature and salinity) showed little spatial and temporal variation:

dissolved oxygen saturation levels were at 94.662.3%

(mean6SD), temperature 6.660.1uC and salinity 35.060.1 ppt,

all of which were within accepted optimal limits [6], [17], [18].

Vertical profiles of water current down to 20 m of depth were
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recorded 210 m south of the farm with open sea between the

observed cage and the reference point using an Acoustic Wave

And Current profiler (AWAC, Nortek, Oslo, Norway). In order to

minimize disturbance from the fish, single point measurements

were taken at 6.2 m depth in the centre of the cage using a Vector

Aquadopp 3D (Nortek, Oslo, Norway). The observed water

current velocities varied in a tidal pattern between 0 to 69 cm s21

at the reference point, and between 0 to 42 cm s21 at the single

point measured inside the cage (Figure 1). The reduced current

velocity inside the cage (Figure 1) is related to dampening by the

net and the fish inside the cage and the cages north of the observed

cage [6], [19], [20]. The vertical profiles showed little differences

in current speeds and directions between 0 and 12 m depth. The

tidal nature of the current produced a variable main direction

between 120u and 300u. Unless otherwise specified, we refer to the

current data collected at the reference point. The schooling

behaviour of the salmon was observed with two remotely

controlled underwater pan/tilt cameras (Orbit GMT AS, Før-

resfjord, Norway) connected to a recording DVD player. One

camera was positioned next to the net and the other was

positioned approximately 15 m from the net at the opposite side of

the cage at approximately 6 m of depth to give a good

representation of behaviours both up- and downwards. The

48 h period of recordings were divided into four minutes

subsamples, which were post-analysed and manually classified

for swimming structure (see Results). Recordings of poor quality

(e.g. too low light intensity or no fish in picture) were discarded

from further analysis. An average of the observed water current

velocities between surface and 12 m of depth was used in the

analysis. Inherently, this type of time series data produces

temporal pseudo replication. The relationships between current

velocity and observed swimming structure were therefore inves-

tigated using mixed effects models to resolve the non-indecencies

in our data [21], with swimming structure as fixed effect and time

as continuous random effect (function lme, the R software system

Version 2.15.0, The R Foundation for Statistical Computing,

Vienna, Austria). Model checking plots were used to check that the

residuals were well behaved (function plot,,fitted(.)) and to check

the normality assumption (function qqnorm).

Results and Discussion

A first screening of the videos revealed that the swimming

structure could be divided into three main categories: Circle =

polarized swimming in a circular movement, On Current =

swimming towards the current with no forward movement and

Mixed = both Circle and On Current structures present at the

same time (Figure 2). Based on data from the more centralised

camera (n = 155), the mixed effect model associated the Circle

swimming structure with low current velocities (inter-

cept = 22.4 cm s21, SE= 3.1, p,0.001), the Mixed structure with

increased current velocities (+13.7 cm s21, SE= 2.2, p,0.001),

and the On Current structure with an even higher current velocity

(+24.3 cm s21, SE= 1.7, p,0.001). Similarly, for the camera close

to the net (n = 347), the Circle structure was associated with low

current velocities (intercept = 20.1 cm s21, SE= 2.6, p,0.001)

and the Mixed and On Current swimming structures with

increasing current velocities (+13.2 cm s21, SE=2.3, p,0.001

and +26.5 cm s21, SE= 1.4, p,0.001, respectively).

Hence, at low current velocities (<20 cm s21) the fish swam in

circles (Figure 2A, Table 1) and occupied most of the cage volume.

With increasing current velocities (<35 cm s21), a shift occurred

with some fish seeking a new position facing the net towards the

current while other fish continued to swim in elliptic-shaped circles

behind the stationary fish at the net (Figure 2B, Table 1). When

the circling fish came to a position where they were exposed to

Figure 1. Water current velocity outside the cage (Reference) and inside the cage from 11th to 13th of February, 2012.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0097635.g001

Figure 2. The three observed swimming structures Circle (A, circular movement), Mixed (B, Circle and On Current) or On Current (C,
standing on current). The arrows indicate strength and direction of the water current during the different group structures. Drawings by Stein
Mortensen, Institute of Marine Research.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0097635.g002
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current on their sides they turned inwards toward the centre of the

cage and drifted with the current to the leeward side of the cage.

Following this, they turned towards the current and continued to

swim the remainder of the circle’s distance. With further increase

of current velocity, a larger proportion of the group switched from

schooling to swimming towards the current next to the net wall,

until all fish stood in a dense group along the side of the cage with

no circling fish left (<47 cm s21, Figure 2C, Table 1). With

sudden changes of current velocities, there was a period of chaos

before the fish established a stable structure again.

It is thus clear that the fish experience new challenges when

exposed to strong water currents. We have for the first time

observed shifts in swimming structure of salmon in sea cages

connected to changes in current velocities. The shift from the

traditional circular schooling to stationary swimming against the

current in a group could reflect energetic optimization as a

response to the increased current velocities. Fish swimming behind

others have been reported to save energy [22]. However, since

previously reported Ucrit [13], [14] is higher than all the observed

current velocities this is probably not the only underlying

mechanism. The driving force could instead be a combination of

Ucrit and the large variation in current velocities within the cage,

thereby restricting the traditional structure when swimming down-

compared to upstream.

Theoretically, if a salmon cage is exposed to an increasing

current speed, the typical torus shape of a salmon school within the

cage will force the upstream fish to double their swimming speed

in order to maintain the group structure. If this pattern is broken

up by fish changing to stand on the current, the group structure is

probable to collapse and move towards a new stable structure with

all fish to hold a constant position against the current.

The On Current structure was observed at water current

velocities of approximately 47 cm s21 (Table 1). At such velocities

fish in a Circle structure swimming against the current would have

to swim at least 94 cm s21 to maintain the group structure, which

is close to the Ucrit, for Atlantic salmon [13], [14]. However, the

dampening effect of the net [20] suggests that a lower current

velocity triggers the shift in group structure. Logically, the

swimming speed observed in normal schooling structures, during

low current velocity, can be identified as the fishes’ preferred

speed. This can be termed as such, since fish are able to choose

their speed without influence from water current conditions. This

chosen speed is assumedly a manifestation of their optimal cruising

speed for minimal energy expenditure, as in migrating salmon

[10]. Current velocities for Mixed structures were about 35 cm s21

outside the cage; the fish swam in both Circle and On Current

structures at this velocity, and this level could represent the

approximate breakpoint when the swimming speed started to

exceed the preferred swimming speed for some individuals. This

current velocity equates to a swimming speed of 2 *

0.7 BL s21 = 1.4 BL s21 (when fish are swimming towards the

current in a circular structure), which is higher than previously

reported swimming speeds of 0.3–0.9 BL s21 at more sheltered

sites [8], [9], [10]. Taking into account the observed dampening

effect, the reduced current speed could result in swimming speeds

similar to the previously reported preferred swimming speeds.

From a welfare perspective it could be argued that sites with

current velocities that do not exceed the school’s preferred

swimming speed should provide good welfare since the animal

are free to express behaviours within its natural range (item 2 of

the Five Freedoms), [23]. Yet, the salmon showed a high degree of

plasticity in their behaviour and adapted to the frequent challenges

forced upon them by the intermittent and strong water currents.

This documented adaptive capacity indicates that conclusions only

based on studies performed in laboratories and at unexposed

localities could be of limited value due to the different behavioural

response to the variable environment. Understanding the effect of

water currents on individual fish of different size, as well as on the

group as whole, is therefore of utmost importance for the progress

of fish farming. High-resolution studies of behaviour in relation to

the environment at such sites are needed to ensure environmental

conditions acceptable for animal welfare and good production

performance.
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